1. On the map, draw a star to mark the location of the capital city and write its name nearby. Draw a dot to indicate the largest city in Kentucky. Label it.
2. Label the state bird, state tree, and state flower, state animal state gem, state fish, state insect.
3. What mountain range and two rivers border Kentucky?

4. Name four important agricultural products raised in Kentucky.
   1)  
   2)  
   3)  
   4)  

5. Where in Kentucky is the world’s largest cave system?

6. Kentucky is called the Bluegrass State. Describe blue grass.

7. What popular sites would tourists visit in Kentucky?

8. What famous boxer born in Louisville is widely considered to be the greatest of all time. He “floats like a butterfly and stings like a bee”.

9. If we were to go vacation in Kentucky, what might be some interesting things to do? (not theme parks)

10. List some interesting facts about Kentucky